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Why Build a Game System?
The goal of this project was to create a custom handheld game for Luke, a nine-year-old child
with severe visual limitations. To accommodate this limitation, the handheld was designed to
engage multiple senses with a lower emphasis on visual interpretation. By providing a common
activity in which all children can enjoy, this helps Luke to integrate with his peers while providing
entertaining and educational benefits. Also, with a lower emphasis on visual cues, this will aid
in the development of Luke’s other senses such as touch and hearing.
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Early on, the Industrial Design team developed numerous
design concepts to help guide system development.

The PCB has a custom shape
allowing for maximum layout
area inside the enclosure.

Test screen shots

Information Technology
One of the challenges the IT team faced was creating
games which Luke would find entertaining and could
understand. Games concepts and graphics were kept
simple, with significant amounts of debugging and
user-testing accomplished before completion.

Electrical Engineering
The Electrical Engineering team worked to provide an electrical
platform utilizing the Parallax Propeller Microprocessor. Major
components included: Stereo speakers, headphone jack, 4” LCD
screen, low power DC/DC Converters, and vibration modules.

Left: Original CAD model concept
Right: 3D printed final model

Left: Team photo including Luke, his mother,and his brother.
Right: Luke testing out one of the games

Conclusions
Through collaboration a first generation prototype has
been produced. Combining functional hardware and
software, the game system meets many of the criteria
originally established. Though a success, there remain
many avenues for impovement for next years group.

Mechanical Engineering + Industrial Design
Working in close unision, the ME and ID teams were charged
with the design and production of the physical housing. A design
with a large screen (for ease of viewing) as well as vibration
modules (for tactile feedback) was chosen. Internal volume was
maximized to fit in all the necessary components. A final model
was then 3D printed.

This project would not have been possible without the generous
funding of Dr. DeBartolo or the National Science Foundation. To
them and everyone else who provided assistance: thank you.

